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CHANNEL TYPE AERATION SYSTEM

The design of the channel type aeration system is as important as the design of the silos. The improper aeration design prevents 

optimum operations of the facility and may result in loss of investments. When designing, parameters such as local climatic 

conditions, altitude, grain specifications, silo capacities and the customer expectations etc. should be taken into account.

• One of the most important points of the aeration system is using the correct type of the perforated sheet. 

• Having sufficient aeration channel surface area, good air flo Blade design and choosing the correct fan are important.

• Maintenance (cleaning) easiness of the aeration sheets and the strength of aeration sheet support legs are among the other 

important points of aeration.

Mysilo takes all required parameters into consideration for a perfect aeration design and offers the best aeration solutions of 

the sector.
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CORRUGATED AERATION SYSTEM 

Corrugated aeration sheets provide excellent aeration with a 

21 % airflow rate. 

As a result of the corrugation of the aeration sheets, aeration 

surface area is increased as well as the durableness.  

275gr/m2 galvanization of the aeration sheets and the 

support legs insures the longest lifetime. 
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LOCKED TYPE AERATION SYSTEM 

Locked type aeration sheets provide the aeration with a 15 % airflow rate. 

Locked type aeration sheets provide high durability, ease of assembly and maintenance. 

Small sized grains such as canola could also be aerated with shutter type aeration sheets. 

275gr/m2 galvanization of the aeration sheets and the support legs insures the longest lifetime. 

Supports of The Perforated Aeration Sheets

The aeration sheet supports are manufactured from 275gr/m2 

galvanized sheets with the method of cold forming as U type is 

extremely durable. MYSILO support design offers much higher air 

flow permeability than offered by the competitors and provides easy 

assembly and maintenance.
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FULL TYPE AERATION SYSTEM

This type of ventilation system is preferred for small capacity / farm type silos or the silos with moist grain storage. As per to 

the system, corrugated or locked type perforated sheets are placed on the entire silo bottom and the cost of silo construction is 

minimized. 

Corrugated Type
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Full type ventilation system support rails and legs are designed to withstand the maximum load pressure.

Full type perforated ventilation sheets are manufactured from galvanized sheet as corrosion resistant and long lasting.
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CENTRIFUGAL FANS

Centrifugal fans are designed in 2 types as high (2950rpm) and low (1450rpm) speed. The body is manufactured from 

galvanized steel and protected against corrosion. Turbine section is designed as aircraft Blade (aerofoil) type and high 

performance is guaranteed. The fan type is selected as site specific within the analyze results by the expert engineers as per to 

the parameters such as silo diameter, height and grain to be stored. 

HIGH SPEED CENTRIUGAL FANS

Mysilo high speed centrifugal fans are offered mostly 

for the long silos and are tested by computerized 

balancing devices minimizing the vibration and the 

noise. 
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LOW SPEED CENTRIFUGAL FANS

Low speed centrifugal fans are offered mostly for the short 

silos with big diameter. The aeration needs could be met 

easily with the 1450rpm speed and the aerofoil turbine Blade 

system.  The tests are taken in the computerized balancing 

devices, minimizing the vibration and the noise. 
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OPTIONAL ITEMS 

Adaptors

Centrifugal fan adapters are used to connect the fans with the 

silo, are manufactured from galvanized sheets and different 

types of adapters are used as per to the fan type.  
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Axial Fans

Axial fans are designed for long periods of operation and 

manufactured with different models/performances. Vibration 

and noise are prevented with the fixation of the motor to the 

galvanized fan trunk. 

Thanks to the advanced technology, computerized machines, the 

optimal ratios of the blades are obtained with the dynamic balancing.  

Blades made   of aluminum casting are lightweight and provide 

excellent air flow.
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